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“AutoCAD Map 3D 2011: Importing, Connecting to and Exporting Data” is one complete topic

from our popular book of AutoCAD Map tutorials, “Digging Into AutoCAD Map 3D 2011 – Level

1 Training” in the Kindle format. We have separated the book into sections, taking an “a la

carte” approach, allowing you to select just the topics you are interested in or need at the

time.In this Kindle book, you will learn how to data from an ESRI ArcInfo export file, also called

an E00 file, including the attribute information. Once the data is imported you will be able to

edit and modify the objects and the data associated with them. You will also import an ArcView

shapefile containing parcel data that was created in a different coordinate system and convert

it to the coordinate system of the current drawing.You will also learn the processes of

connecting to GIS data directly using FDO (Feature Data Objects) technology, and become

familiar with the differences between importing and connecting to GIS data.Next, you will

export data to an ArcView shapefile including the attribute information. Finally, you will learn

how to publish a DWF file containing the attribute data. This is a great way to share drawings

with people who may not have access to AutoCAD Map 3D or even

AutoCAD.Prerequisites:Basic AutoCAD knowledge and an understanding of the fundamentals

of Object Data and External Database Links are required for the tutorials in this Kindle book. To

learn more about Object Data and External Database Links see these other Kindle books in

this series: “AutoCAD Map 3D 2011: Object Data and External Data”.
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Data14.3.1 Exporting a DWF with Object Data14.4 Summary PrefaceIn response to new

technology and customer demand we are providing our popular book of AutoCAD Map

tutorials, “Digging Into AutoCAD Map 3D 2011 – Level 1 Training” in the Kindle format. We have

separated the book into sections by topic, taking an “a la carte” approach, allowing you to

select just the topics you are interested in or need at the time.Each Kindle book in this series

contains Chapter 1, the Introduction from the original book, as this chapter contains important

information about the Map 3D product, and about the dataset, which is needed to complete the

exercises. If you purchase all of the Kindle books in the series you will have all of the

information contained in the full hard copy version of the book.DatasetThe full hard copy

version of the book contains a dataset CD, which includes the AutoCAD drawing files and other

files, which are needed to complete the exercises in this Kindle book. You will need to

download this dataset from our website so you can work through the exercises in the Kindle

book. PrerequisitesBasic AutoCAD knowledge and an understanding of the fundamentals of

Object Data and External Database Links are required for the tutorials in this Kindle book.To

learn more about Object Data and External Database Links see these other Kindle books in

this series: “AutoCAD Map 3D 2011: Object Data and External Data”.Additional Books in the

Kindle SeriesDigging Into AutoCAD Map 3D 2011 – Level 1 Training:Drawing

CleanupAutoCAD drawings often contain small errors which might not show up in plots, and

can even be difficult to see in the editor without zooming in to extreme magnification. However,

these errors can cause problems when performing analytical functions and deriving data from

objects. Learn the powerful drawing cleanup tools in AutoCAD Map 3D for locating and fixing

these errors.Object Data and External DataLearn to create and attach Object Data and

External Database Links to any AutoCAD object. This data can be used for labeling objects,

creating reports, queries, thematic mapping, and exporting to other GIS programs. Creating

and managing these types of data is an important, foundational part of working with AutoCAD

Map 3D.Automating AnnotationLearn to quickly and easily label AutoCAD objects with data

from object data tables, linked external databases, block attributes, and object properties, such

as length, elevation and area.COGO and Coordinate TrackingLearn COGO commands that

allow you to input data in a format more familiar to Cartographers, Civil Engineers, and

Surveyors than typical AutoCAD commands. You will also learn to input and work with data

from multiple coordinate systems.Importing, Connecting to, and Exporting DataLearn how to

import data from a variety of sources, converting them into AutoCAD objects that you can edit

and manage with basic AutoCAD commands. You will also learn to connect directly to GIS data

using FDO technology. Finally, you will export objects and data out of AutoCAD Map to

common GIS formats.Raster ImagesLearn to insert raster images, using their correlation

information so they are automatically aligned with your coordinate system. Raster images can

be aerial photos, remote sensing or satellite imagery, digital quad maps, or scanned

documents such as record maps and as-built drawings. You will also learn to manage and work

with these raster images once they are inserted into the drawing.QueriesQueries offer a way to

search through attached drawings for AutoCAD objects, using a set of user defined criteria,

and then select and display those objects in the current drawing. Queries can also be used to

produce reports or alter the AutoCAD properties of objects.Using Contours from GIS

SourcesLearn to import contours from other GIS programs and then elevate them to their

actual elevations so they can be used for creating surfaces or other types of analysis. If you

thought GIS was always 2D then this Kindle book will open up a whole new dimension for

you.Converting Coordinate SystemsLearn to convert drawings from one coordinate system to

another by using the power of queries in AutoCAD Map 3D.
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information so they are automatically aligned with your coordinate system. Raster images can

be aerial photos, remote sensing or satellite imagery, digital quad maps, or scanned

documents such as record maps and as-built drawings. You will also learn to manage and work

with these raster images once they are inserted into the drawing.QueriesQueries offer a way to

search through attached drawings for AutoCAD objects, using a set of user defined criteria,

and then select and display those objects in the current drawing. Queries can also be used to
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actual elevations so they can be used for creating surfaces or other types of analysis. If you

thought GIS was always 2D then this Kindle book will open up a whole new dimension for

you.Converting Coordinate SystemsLearn to convert drawings from one coordinate system to

another by using the power of queries in AutoCAD Map 3D.Thematic MappingLearn to display

objects by using a theme of graphical display characteristics. This makes it easier to visualize

tabular data without the need for extensive annotation. Thematic maps can be particularly

useful for presentation graphics and reports, and for quickly finding spatial patterns in your

drawing geometry to solve problems and expedite design.IntroductionWelcome to the Kindle

edition of Digging Into AutoCAD Map 3D 2011 - Importing, Connecting to, and Exporting

Data. These tutorials are designed to introduce you to many fundamental concepts and

procedures commonly used with this versatile software. This chapter will help you to become

familiar with how the tutorials are laid out and the basics of the AutoCAD Map 3D

interface.There are many versions of AutoCAD Map 3D, as both stand-alone applications and

also integrated into AutoCAD Civil 3D. Minor differences in the interface and operation between

versions are noted throughout this book, where appropriate. This book is specifically for the

2011 versions; other editions of the original hard copy books are also available for software

versions back to 2004. · Overview· Style Conventions· Tutorial Project and

Sample Data· Description of AutoCAD MAP 3D· Program

Interface 1.1 OverviewWelcome to Digging Into AutoCAD Map 3D 2011 - Importing,

Connecting to, and Exporting Data. The tutorials in this series of Kindle books are designed to

introduce you to many fundamental concepts and procedures commonly used with this

versatile software.
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